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About This Game

Story Line

A Shawn Story follows a regular morning in the life of Shawn, a 20-year-old office worker. Shawn is late for work, again! Enter
the narrator, a sarcastic British man who tries to lead Shawn's life by taking several important decisions. The narrator will decide

Shawn's best, or worst, options. Create your own story in this comical game.

Gameplay

A Shawn Story is a game that keeps you excited. With 16 different endings make it possible to give you an unique experience
on the game.

We've decided to use a pixelart style to keep the graphics simple but good looking and we used professional Voice Actors to tell
the story of our game.

This game will keep you coming back for more, and all that just for a single dollar!
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Title: A Shawn Story
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
SirGoose
Publisher:
MyGamePublisher
Release Date: 4 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: Intel or AMD Single Core CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX compatible with 16 MB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 50 MB available space

English
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So bad and empty ! No subtitles (while advertized as subtitled), no content, no more than a few minutes length, 3 choices as the
full gameplay (one being the option to skip the english-voiced not-subtitled intro).
You buy it because you want to try some original indie thing, you refund it because you feel cheated by some so-called dev who
doesn't know shame. Even for a low price, I don't need to buy poo.. British Narrator - Check
Ability to make choices - Check(ish)
Any humor that eclipses how annoying playing this game is - XXXXX
I wish it was way better.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/s6ue06sdAfo. So bad and empty ! No subtitles (while advertized as subtitled), no content, no more than a few
minutes length, 3 choices as the full gameplay (one being the option to skip the english-voiced not-subtitled intro).
You buy it because you want to try some original indie thing, you refund it because you feel cheated by some so-called dev who
doesn't know shame. Even for a low price, I don't need to buy poo.. This game is really funny :D and please tell me how can I
open the door!. Pros:

-Narrator is funny

-Story is good

Cons:

-Even though there are 12 endings or something, it takes less than a minute to finish the game.

-there are only a few choices you can make

-No point in getting more than two endings because you can't skip scenes making it become tedious

Overall, the game has a neat concept but it takes under 5 minutes to achieve all one would willingly play, making the game not
exactly worth the cost. However, it has potential to become a very fun game if the developers added more content and less
tediousness of trying to get all the endings.
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